
Alternative systems.
 

Nowadays the energy consumption is very high and still rising as the standard of
living of the inhabitants of more developed countries.

The alternative energy sources are energy sources that reduce the subordination of the
production of electricity using oil, natural gas, coal - and contribute to the drastic reduction in
emissions of carbon dioxide, responsible for global warming and climate change.

 Italy, by resolution of the CIPE (Interministerial Committee for Economic Planning) of the
19/11/1998 adopted the "Guidelines for national policies and measures to reduce emissions of
greenhouse gases" that identify the goals and measures sectoral for the 6% reduction in
emissions.

The GEOSIS SRL, always attentive to the environmental needs of the country, deals with the
design, supply, installation and implementation of alternative systems and consulting to
companies and individuals.

The service offered by GEOSIS provides:

- Feasibility study;

- Plant design;

- Design of the connecting line;

- Support to the implementation phase;

- Activate facility.

The feasibility study encloses all the operations for the Evaluation of constraints interference
present on the territory, the exposure in order to identify an optimal placement for the implant to
be designed.

The plant design incorporates the set of processing techniques required to move
from its conception to its execution.

The different phases of the operations which must be articulated planning for the realization of a
system with an alternative source are set out below:
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calculation of user requirements to be served;

 annual determination of the resource;

 sizing and verification of the generator;

 dimensioning of storage systems;

 sizing of the inverter;

 design of other elements making up the plant and the interactions with other systems;

 start the authorization procedure aimed at obtaining permission from the various
government authorities.

The design of the electric line of connection includes the following steps:

- Connection request to the local electricity network operator to request a quote to connect the
system to the network;

- Study of the solution offered by the network operator;

- Acceptance prior to connection;

- Conceptual design;

- Request administrative permissions for the verification of the authorizations provided by the
local and the presentation of the documentation. The amount and type of permits and notices to
the public administration vary depending on the context of the site, the administration of
reference, the characteristics of which is to be realized;

- Final Project;

- End the authorization process at the local electricity network operator (within the meaning of
AEEG Resolution no. 99/08);

- Project Executive;

The GEOSIS SRL also provides a service to the enforcement stage, accompanying the
producer until the commissioning of the plant.
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The activation of the plant comprises the following steps:

- Completion of work;

- Preparing the operating rules with the distributor network;

- Provision of electricity contract for the provision of auxiliary services;

- Testing of the network;

- Operations of remote reading;

- Start-up;

- Assignment Manager works with network connection and signature of the contract.
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